Nursery

Are You Playing it Safe?
You can’t risk the security and well being of the children under your care and with many
security systems falling below average standard... Can you really take the chance
TOTAL PEACE OF MIND

As a valued early years provider, you will
be aware that high levels of security are
of vital concern to parents. Indeed, they
are a major determining factor when
parents are choosing a nursery or
childcare centre for their child.
We introduce to you, a specifically
developed robust and reliable
biometric fingerprint reader, from
renowned manufacturer ievo®. It will
stand the test of time within a fast
paced and environmentally
challenging setting. Only authorised
personnel (including staff and
parents) have their fingerprints
registered on the system, ensuring
that no unauthorised person can gain
access to the premises. This also
means that staff members do not need
to worry about remembering key cards,
fobs or pin numbers which can easily
be lost, stolen or duplicated.
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This highly effective system has already
been installed into many nurseries
around the UK including the renowned
Kids Allowed® Childcare Centre in
Manchester where it has received huge
media interest and a significant increase
in parents’ confidence with regard
to their children’s safety. Nurseries
have also reported a higher intake
of new starters as well as increased
attendance.
Parents gain peace of mind from the
increased security which is, of course,
invaluable. As a result Kids Allowed®
have decided to roll out ievo readers
throughout their numerous childcare
chains.

EVERY CHILD MATTERS

In line with ‘Every Child Matters’, staying
safe is a vital factor. Keeping children
safe is of paramount concern to all
early years providers, and this system
has been praised by Ofsted in terms of
safeguarding children, whilst attending
nursery.
Uniquely, you can request a tailor made
security system comprised of ievo®
product ranges, which complement
each other for internal, external or dual
use. This is a very cost effective method
for early years providers as it has shown
to both reduce costs and improve the
uptake of nursery places.

ARE YOU SATISFACTORY OR
OUTSTANDING?

ievo® manufactures both internal and
external biometric readers and we can
mix and match them for you to create
the most perfect and complementary
security system.

The ievo® readers work with
substances such as levels of oil, cream,
cosmetics and moisture, therefore
whatever materials you use throughout
the day, your biometric system will not
be compromised.

ievo® also seamlessly integrates* into
any existing security system, meaning
not only will installation cause no
disruption to your business but you will
not need the previous system removed.
This ensures that whatever information
databases you have used in the past
with cards or fobs, will simply transfer
across. with only fingerprinting needing
to be managed by the site administrator.
*This depends upon which access
control unit you wish to use in
conjunction with ievo®. Your security
provider will recommend one to you,
or simply utilise the original system you
already have in place.
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THE OFSTEAD ‘EARLY YEARS’
SAFE AND SOUND REPORT

In outstanding settings, childcare
centres assess thoroughly the risks to
children when inside, outdoors and on
outings. Very effective measures are in
place to ensure the premises are secure
and that children are collected only by
authorised adults.

This includes...
‘A new biometric system on entrances
and exits ensures that only parents and
staff whose fingerprints are registered
on the system can gain access to the
nursery. Parents registered with the
nursery can enter and leave while staff
continue to concentrate on caring for
the children.’

“When we run a fire drill we can
compare the software report to actual
people on site. We have run a number
of these reports and they have all been
100% accurate. Ensuring that our
health and safety regulations are met.
After having ievo ultimate™ installed
at our nursery the system is working
beautifully. Our previous biometric
system caused us major problems,
ievo® was able to overcome the
issues.”
Paula Sharp, Kids Allowed®
To find out more, visit:

www.bigbrotherallsecurity.com
email us at:

sales@bigbrotherallsecurity.com
or give us a call on:

0844 504 0351

